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● Many thanks for the invitation to talk to you today.

● Overview of what we will discuss

 Bitcoin and how it works

 Some new developments– stable coins, defi (decentralized 
finance) 

 What lies beyond
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Digital currencies
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What is the Bitcoin blockchain?
● A trustless, decentralized digital currency and 

payment system

 Envisioned in 2008, the “genesis” transaction took place in 
January 2009

• There are now 18.674million Bitcoins in existence

 The blockchain is a distributed ledger that keeps track of 
every transaction on “nodes”

• A node is just a computer that has downloaded the 
bitcoin implementation and a copy of the entire bitcoin 
blockchain
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How it works overview

● “Miners”(actually specialized computer hardware 
and software) create new Bitcoins, validate 
transactions, and provide security for the blockchain

 Miners gather up pending transactions into a block and 
race to solve a computational problem (i.e. finding a long 
string of numbers)

 The first miner to do so is compensated with a fixed 
number of newly issued Bitcoins called the block reward

• They also get any fees appended to the transactions

 The block is then appended to the blockchain
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Some important points

● There will only ever be 21 million Bitcoins 
issued

● The block reward declines deterministically 
over time – it is currently 6.25 bitcoins

● Blocks are added on average every 10 minutes

 The difficulty of the computation problem is 
adjusted every 2 weeks to achieve this rate
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Some more important points

● Blocks can contain anywhere from 0 to 2-ish MB of 
transactions

● Transactions waiting to be added are in the 
“mempool”

● Bitcoin is not scalable – approximately 3-ish 
transactions per second

 Pay Pal more like 200, Visa more like 1500

● It is not actually decentralized – gigantic mining 
consortia now control much of the blockchain
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An ecological nightmare
● A single bitcoin transaction consumes as much 

electricity as an average U.S. household consumes in 
22.99 days!

 Every miner is trying to solve the same problem so there is 
a tremendous waste of resources

● 70% of all digital currencies use a similar “proof of 
work” approach so the overall problem is much 
larger

But all this mining has been good for Iceland…
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Bitcoin mining
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Bitcoin nodes-November 2021

● Every node has an 
identical copy of the 
Bitcoin blockchain.
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Mining
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Sean Foley

Sex, Drugs & Bitcoin: How much illegal activity is financed through Bitcoin?

02 RESEARCH

What is this?
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Sean Foley 2018

Sex, Drugs & Bitcoin: How much illegal activity is financed through Bitcoin?

A bitcoin payment 
…for murder
(According to US FBI allegations)
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Bitcoin price Nov. 8, 2021
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Today’s price – it’s on sale!
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You should have bought it last year -
Bitcoin price Dec. 6, 2020
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Or even better –
Bitcoin price Nov. 15, 2016
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Enter Ethereum - 2015
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Top digital currencies – Nov. 2021

Stable 
coin
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There are lots of digital currencies!!!!
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What do you do with these?
● In principle you can buy things but this use is very 

limited

 You can pay your taxes in El Salvador with bitcoin

 You can pay for ransomware to unlock your computer

● They can be a store of value – an alternative 
investment class?

● Can be used as tokens underlying “smart contracts” –
the new world of “decentralized finance” or defi.
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Transaction fees
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Ransomware
● One use of bitcoin that is booming….

● May 2018 – City of Atlanta computers held hostage 
for 6 days.  Demand – 6 bitcoins, or about $51,000 
Didn’t pay but it cost Atlanta >$18 million to restore 
services

● May 2019- City of Baltimore hacker attack – wanted 
13 bitcoins.  Refused to pay.  Total cost $17 million

● October 2019 – City of Johannesburg held up for 
ransomware.  Hackers wanted 4 bitcoins (30,000).  
The city refused to pay
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Ransomware II
● A huge issue during the Covid crisis is ransomware 

attacks on school systems

 In 2021 so far there have been 58 attacks on school districts

 Hospitals even more vulnerable – over 600 hospitals and clinics 
affected in 2020

● WSJ cites average ransomware payments across all 
industries were $233,817 in 3q 2020, up from $41, 198 in 
2019

● Total cost in 2020 - $350 million.  Average ransom over 
300,000.  Average remediation cost $1.85 million
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And  people are paying….
● Colonial Pipeline – April – paid $4.4 million in 

bitcoins

● Brenntag – May- chemical distribution – paid $4.4 
million

● JBS Foods – May – meatpacker - $11 million
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Helpful instructions
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A new entrant - Stablecoins

● A type of 
cryptocurrency that is 
backed up by either fiat 
currency (i.e. the dollar) 
or another 
cryptocurrency 
(Ethereum)
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What do you do with these?

● Mostly used to facilitate trading, lending and borrowing 
of other digital currencies

● Could they be used for retail payments?  Maybe

 Diem – Facebook’s proposed cryptocurrency

● Problems

 What backs up these currencies?  

 Could they trigger financial stability?

 Are they used for money laundering, other illicit purposes?
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Aave – borrowing and lending
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What backs up a tether?
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Is there a problem here??
● There are over $72 billion tethers outstanding

 It is owned by Bitfinex (a crypo-exchange) and operates 
out of the British Virgin Islands

 It has been fined by the NY Attorney General and the CFTC 
for misleading claims about what backs up tethers

 Not regulated by anyone

● Can this cause financial instability?

 Federal Reserve  - This is just a prime money market – and 
it could lead to runs and fire sales if it had to liquidate
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Promising uses of the blockchain
● Digital currencies

● Provenance tracking

● Clearing and Settlement

● Prediction markets

● Corporate document registry 

● Supply chain management

● Decentralized decision-making
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The internet of value?
● The bitcoin blockchain was the first step in the new 

virtual economy

● What lies beyond?  Some argue that it will be the 
internet of value, with blockchains allowing the 
development of new payment systems, supply chains 
and the like.

● Also on the horizon – central bank digital currencies?  
Already a reality in the Bahamas – the Sand Dollar

Stay tuned
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Want more information?
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